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The autoignition of an axisymmetric nitrogen-diluted hydrogen plume in a turbulent
coflowing stream of high-temperature air was investigated in a laboratory-scale set-up
using three-dimensional numerical simulations with detailed chemistry and transport.
The plume was formed by releasing the fuel from an injector with bulk velocity equal
to that of the surrounding air coflow. In the ‘random spots’ regime, autoignition
appeared randomly in space and time in the form of scattered localized spots
from which post-ignition flamelets propagated outwards in the presence of strong
advection. Autoignition spots were found to occur at a favourable mixture fraction
close to the most reactive mixture fraction calculated a priori from considerations of
homogeneous mixtures based on inert mixing of the fuel and oxidizer streams. The
value of the favourable mixture fraction evolved in the domain subject to the effect
of the scalar dissipation rate. The hydroperoxyl radical appeared as a precursor to
the build-up of the radical pool and the ensuing thermal runaway at the autoignition
spots. Subsequently, flamelets propagated in all directions with complex dynamics,
without anchoring or forming a continuous flame sheet. These observations, as well
as the frequency of and scatter in appearance of the spots, are in good agreement
with experiments in a similar set-up. In agreement with experimental observations,
an increase in turbulence intensity resulted in a downstream shift of autoignition. An
attempt is made to understand the key processes that control the mean axial and radial
locations of the spots, and are responsible for the observed scatter. The advection of
the most reactive mixture through the domain, and hence the history of evolution of
the developing radical pools were considered to this effect.
Key words: combustion, reacting flows, turbulent reacting flows
1. Introduction
Turbulent autoigniting flows pose a challenging fundamental problem due to their
multiscale nature and the direct coupling between various physicochemical processes
including the turbulent mixing bringing the fuel and oxidizer together, the subsequent
complex pre-ignition chemistry between the reactants, and the fate of the heat and
† Email address for correspondence: frouzakis@lav.mavt.ethz.ch
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Hydrogen autoignition in a turbulent hot coflow 425
radicals produced from the chemical reactions leading to thermal runaway. At the
same time there is a strong practical interest in novel low-emission concepts for power
generation. In terms of enhanced performance and higher efficiency, the development
of systems based on these concepts can be aided significantly by an improved
understanding and ability to predict autoignition in the presence of finite fluctuations
of velocity, temperature and composition. An extensive discussion of the progress in
this field can be found in the review by Mastorakos (2009).
Direct numerical simulation (DNS) studies have provided insight into the processes
that lead to autoignition in turbulent inhomogeneous flows, revealing thermal runaway
at localized sites called ‘autoignition kernels’, followed by the explosive emergence
of localized flamelets, which then propagate into their unburnt surroundings. Using
high activation energy asymptotics, Lin˜a´n & Crespo (1976) reported that autoignition
in laminar conditions appeared first at locations that correspond to a specific value
of fuel concentration. Similarly, the simulations of stagnant mixing layers in two-
dimensional isotropic decaying turbulence employing single-step Arrhenius chemistry
(Mastorakos, Baritaud & Poinsot 1997a) showed that autoignition starts at the ‘most
reactive’ mixture fraction ξMR, a well-defined value of the mixture fraction ξ where
the reaction rate attains its highest value, which could be estimated a priori from
homogeneous reactor calculations.
Mastorakos et al. (1997a) further observed that autoignition appeared at locations
along the ξMR isoline experiencing the lowest scalar dissipation rate,
χ = D (∇ξ)2, (1.1)
where D = λ/ρcp is the local thermal diffusivity with ρ, λ and cp the mixture density,
conductivity and heat capacity, respectively. In the current study, the mixture fraction
definition of Bilger, Sta˚rner & Kee (1990),
ξ = 0.5(YH − YH,ox)/WH − (YO − YO,ox)/WO
0.5(YH,f − YH,ox)/WH − (YO,f − YO,ox)/WO (1.2)
is adopted, where the subscripts ‘f ’ and ‘ox’ refer to the values in the fuel and oxidizer
stream, and Ye and We are the elemental mass fraction and atomic weight of element
e. The optimal conditions for autoignition in the sense of maximized reaction rates and
minimal heat and radical losses are offered at locations along the ξMR isosurface where
the conditional scalar dissipation rate χMR ≡ χ |ξ = ξMR is the lowest (Mastorakos et al.
1997a); the notation χ |ξ = ξMR expresses the value of χ given that ξ = ξMR. This
result highlighted that in turbulent autoignition the mean as well as the fluctuations
of χMR play an important role. Ensuing numerical studies with detailed chemistry
and transport in the presence of two-dimensional (Im, Chen & Law 1998; Hilbert &
The`venin 2002; Sreedhara & Lakshmisha 2002; Echekki & Chen 2003; Viggiano &
Magi 2004) and three-dimensional turbulence (Sreedhara & Lakshmisha 2002) have
confirmed and extended the findings concerning the importance of ξMR and χMR for
turbulent autoignition.
Using different flow initializations, Mastorakos et al. (1997a) further reported that,
although the partial premixing of the fuel with oxidizer or the increase of the thickness
of the fuel–oxidizer interface (resulting in both cases to a decrease of χMR) reduced the
autoignition delay time τign, the turbulent time scale τt did not affect τign beyond the
statistical variation of the calculation. This outcome was in contrast to experimental
observations available at the time, according to which enhanced mixing was seen
as a means of promoting spray autoignition (reducing τign) (Wong & Steere 1982;
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426 S. G. Kerkemeier, C. N. Markides, C. E. Frouzakis and K. Boulouchos
Mizutani, Nakabe & Chung 1990; Baritaud, Heinze & Coz 1994). The limited effect
of turbulence was attributed to the chemical induction time τign being similar to or
smaller than the turbulent time scales, i.e. τign 6 τt, and it was predicted that for
τign  τt, the significant variations developed in the history of the scalar dissipation
rate at the autoignition location during the induction time will lead to a large spread in
the emergence of autoignition.
By performing simulations over a wider range of conditions, Mastorakos, da Cruz,
Baritaud & Poinsot (1997b) demonstrated that enhanced turbulence (i.e. shorter τt)
resulted in a slight acceleration of autoignition and a small reduction of τign. Of
specific interest was the extension of the turbulent Reynolds number based on the
initial turbulent kinetic energy k, the turbulent integral length scale Lt, and the
kinematic viscosity ν from Ret = k1/2Lt/ν = 60 to 100 in Mastorakos et al. (1997a)
to close to 450. We note that for isotropic two-dimensional turbulence k1/2 = u′,
Lt = k3/2/ and τt = k/, where u′ is the root mean square (r.m.s.) of the turbulent
velocity fluctuations and  is the dissipation rate of k.
The effect of two-dimensional turbulence on autoignition was studied further in
DNS of a hydrogen–air mixing layer in homogeneous isotropic turbulence (Im et al.
1998) using a detailed chemical mechanism and an airstream temperature higher than
the cross-over temperature where the chain branching and three-body termination
reaction rates are equal. A non-monotonic effect of turbulence intensity on autoignition
delay was observed, but the variation was quite small. Using a single-step irreversible
reaction for segregated n-heptane packets in hot air, Sreedhara & Lakshmisha (2000)
found that increased initial u′ of the isotropic, homogenous and decaying turbulent
field delays autoignition in a two-dimensional periodic box, while in the three-
dimensional case and using a four-step kinetic scheme the autoignition delay time
was found to either decrease when τign τt or remain unaffected when τign 6 τt.
Experiments in turbulent counterflowing jets of hydrogen and hot air (Blouch et al.
1998; Blouch & Law 2003) demonstrated that a higher critical temperature was
necessary for autoignition when the turbulence intensity in the heated air stream
was increased, suggesting that increased turbulence levels were in fact responsible
for inhibiting autoignition chemistry. These results should, however, be considered in
light of the differences between counterflows on the one hand, and mixing layers and
coflows on the other (Markides & Mastorakos 2005). In a counterflow, the residence
time is determined entirely by the inlet jet velocities and the geometry, limiting the
time available for reaction as the reactants flow axially towards each other and then
radially outwards. Furthermore, the level of χ experienced by the flow does not decay
and remains at the level set by the velocities and initial separation of the jets. In a
mixing layer, the total residence/reaction time available to the flow varies with the
streamwise domain length, and χ decays as the reactants mix. This is more similar
to coflows, where the total residence (mixing and reaction) time can always be made
arbitrarily long by using a longer domain, and χ always decays.
Markides & Mastorakos (2005) investigated experimentally the effects of the flow
on the autoignition of pure and nitrogen-diluted H2 plumes and jets in a ‘confined
turbulent hot coflow’ (CTHC) configuration where the fuel was released concentrically
into the confined coflow of turbulent, electrically preheated air with bulk injection
velocities between one and five times that of the coflow. Depending on the velocities,
temperatures and composition of the two streams, localized autoignition kernels
appeared at well-defined but random locations and instances and unsteady flamelets
propagated from these kernels into the surrounding inhomogeneous mixture either:
(i) extinguishing in the neighbourhood of the original autoignition site, or propagating
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Hydrogen autoignition in a turbulent hot coflow 427
over a short distance and giving rise to ‘secondary’ autoignition events (‘random
spots’ regime); or propagating upstream to either (ii) create a lifted flame (‘lifted
flame’ regime) or (iii) establish a flame anchored at the injector nozzle (‘flashback’
regime). These regimes were observed over a wide range of flow conditions, geometric
parameters (turbulence generation grid sizes, injectors, etc.), and fuels including
acetylene, ethylene and prevapourized n-heptane (Markides 2005; Markides, de Paola
& Mastorakos 2007; Markides & Mastorakos 2008a).
In the random spots regime, the experiments showed that an increase in the
bulk coflow air velocity Ua results in an increase in the autoignition length from
the injector Lign, and in the associated mean residence time until autoignition
τign = Lign/V , where V is a suitably chosen mean advection velocity. For hydrogen,
this conclusion was drawn for τign/τt ≈ 0.2–1.3 (Markides 2005). The influence of
Ua on the flow and mixing fields in the CTHC geometry could only be investigated
in cold conditions, whereby an effort was made to ensure dynamic and kinematic
similarity with the autoigniting flows. Within the range of investigated conditions
(Ret = u′`I/ν = 85–140), it was found that an increase in Ua was accompanied by
an increase in the turbulent axial velocity fluctuations u′, and to a lesser extent by
a reduction in the turbulent longitudinal integral length scale `I . The mean mixture
fraction field 〈ξ〉 remained unaffected (Markides 2005; Markides & Mastorakos 2006).
It was inferred that autoignition was inhibited by an increase in turbulence levels, and
by implication by the higher scalar dissipation caused by the higher u′ and smaller `I .
In stagnant mixing layers, once successfully ignited from a spot a post-ignition
flame always propagates to cover the whole mixing layer. The presence of strong
advection, a situation that has not been simulated in the past, can alter this picture
through the continuous replenishment of the reacting regions with cold or partially
reacted fluid, which can in turn affect the dynamics and possible stabilization of lifted
flames. A recent three-dimensional DNS study of ignited jet-type flows (hydrogen
injected into a heated coflow), with detailed chemistry for the investigation, examined
the interaction between autoignition and flame stabilization (Yoo, Sankaran & Chen
2009). The autoignition and post-ignition flame propagation behaviour observed in the
CTHC has some similarities with the characteristics of lifted flames generated by the
introduction of fuel jets into vitiated coflows (‘JVC’), where autoignition ahead of the
strongly burning flame is important for flame stabilization (Dally, Karpetis & Barlow
2002; Cabra et al. 2002, 2005; Wu, Masri & Bilger 2006; Medwell, Kalt & Dally
2007, 2008; Gordon, Masri & Mastorakos 2008; Oldenhof, Tummers, van Veen &
Roekaerts 2010). The transient flame dynamics exhibited in both configurations are
much more complex than those of conventional lifted non-premixed turbulent flames,
including the mechanisms responsible for flame initiation by autoignition, as well as
formation and stabilization (or lack thereof in the ‘random spots’ case of the CTHC).
Autoignition in a confined low-shear flow where the background turbulence rather
than the fuel jet dominates the mixing process is relevant to combustors, such as
the ducts of lean premixed prevapourized (LPP) gas turbines, and deserves further
consideration. Despite the significant progress that has been made regarding the
effects of turbulence on autoignition, a complete clarification is still lacking. It is
necessary to collect detailed information that would enhance our understanding of
the underlying physical processes. Experimentally, the harsh and extremely sensitive
autoignition environment has prohibited the simultaneous probing of the underlying
turbulent flow, mixing and reaction fields in hot conditions. According to Mastorakos
(2009), only a handful of experiments exist with refined enough results to reveal
something about turbulence–autoignition interactions. Guided by the CTHC setup
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428 S. G. Kerkemeier, C. N. Markides, C. E. Frouzakis and K. Boulouchos
and the experimentally determined range of conditions for the random spot regime,
numerical experiments were performed in order to: (a) obtain the detailed description
of the flow, mixing and reactive processes leading to random spots; (b) analyse
the simulation data to identify the characteristics of autoignition in the presence of
strong advection; and (c) provide data which can be used for model development and
validation.
The paper is organized as follows: § 2 presents the problem setup, including the
geometry, the flow conditions and the employed numerical methodology employed,
while § 3 discusses autoignition in homogeneous reactors and the choice of the
chemical mechanism. Following the characterization of the velocity and mixing
field in § 4, the main results and findings with respect to qualitative observations
of autoignition-related phenomena, and observations of autoignition in physical and
mixture fraction space are presented in § 5. Concluding remarks are provided,
summarizing the main findings, in § 6.
2. Problem definition and numerical methodology
The simulations were performed with a low-Mach-number reactive flow solver
(Kerkemeier 2010) which is based on the highly scalable, incompressible spectral
element flow solver nek5000 (Fischer, Lottes & Kerkemeier 2011). The conservation
equations for total mass, species, momentum and energy complemented by the
equation of state (ideal gas law) in the low-Mach-number limit can be found in
(Kerkemeier 2010; Pizza et al. 2010). Time advancement is performed using a high-
order splitting scheme (Tomboulides, Lee & Orzag 1997) which decouples the highly
nonlinear and stiff thermochemistry subsystem (energy and species equations) from the
hydrodynamic subsystem (momentum equation) through a third-order extrapolation
scheme (EXT). The backward differentiation formula (BDF)-based stiff ordinary
differential equation solver CVODE (Hindmarsh et al. 2005) is used to integrate
the thermochemistry system. The third-order temporal integration of the hydrodynamic
subsystem is based on a semi-implicit formulation (EXT/BDF) treating the nonlinear
advection term explicitly (Deville, Fischer & Mund 2002; Kerkemeier 2010). The
thermodynamics properties, as well as the detailed chemistry and transport based on
the mixture-average transport properties are provided by optimized routines compatible
with CHEMKIN (consult Kerkemeier (2010) for further details).
2.1. Problem definition
Referring to figure 1, the computational domain is a cylinder of diameter D = 16 mm
and total height H = 55 mm. The mesh is constructed by extruding and joining two-
dimensional slices of two conforming grids, one for the section upstream of the
injector exit (figure 1b) and one for the main flow section (figure 1c). The domain
is discretized into 963 264 spectral elements, within each of which the solution is
approximated by a three-dimensional tensor-product based on fourth-order Lagrange
polynomials defined on Gauss–Lobatto quadrature points resulting in a total of more
than 120 million discretization points. In the axial direction, the grid is refined
locally to resolve the fuel injector boundary layer and the autoignition region in
the downstream half of the domain.
The fuel, hydrogen with a mass fraction of YH2 = 0.14 diluted in nitrogen, enters
the domain through a circular injector nozzle of inner diameter di = 2ri = 2.25 mm
at a height z = −4.5 mm, where a parabolic fuel inflow velocity profile is
imposed. The laminar fuel stream issues with bulk velocity Uf = 26 m s−1 and
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FIGURE 1. (Colour online) (a) Schematic of the numerical domain. Horizontal slices of the
spectral element skeleton (b) upstream of the injector and (c) in the main flow section.
temperature Tf = 855 K into the coflowing hot turbulent air stream. In order to avoid
prescribing the mixture fraction profile and therefore an a priori scalar dissipation
rate profile at the fuel nozzle exit, the air is separated from the fuel by a concentric
injector tube with height h = 4.5 mm and outer diameter do = 3.0 mm. The air enters
the domain with a bulk velocity Ua = Uf = U = 26 m s−1 and temperature Ta = 945 K
through the inflow boundary at z = −4.5 mm. A top-hat mean air velocity profile is
imposed at the inflow boundary, which via a hyperbolic tangent profile drops smoothly
to zero at the injector wall.
Unlike in the experiments where the turbulence was manipulated by changing the
background mean flow velocity (i.e. the velocity fluctuations u′ were increased by
increasing Ua), two levels of turbulence intensity, are considered here but with the
same background flow velocity. A synthetic turbulence generation method (Klein,
Sadiki & Janicka 2003) is used to compute correlated velocity fluctuations with
integral length scale `I = 3 mm, presuming a fully developed homogeneous isotropic
energy spectrum. Using Taylor’s hypothesis, velocity fluctuations with turbulence
intensity I = u′/U are superimposed on the mean inlet air velocity at the coflow inflow
boundary. Two turbulence intensities are considered (table 2): (i) a low Ii = 0.15 case
representative of the experimental conditions in the CHTC (Markides & Mastorakos
2011); and (ii) a high Ii = 0.25 case. Based on these values a turbulent integral time
scale (or eddy turnover time) τt = `I/u′ can be defined, which over the injector length
increases from 0.8 to 1.0 ms in the low Ii, and from 0.5 to 0.6 ms in the high Ii case.
At the air inflow boundary, the temperature is uniform and steady, while a zero-flux
condition is imposed on the species mass fractions. Zero-slip, adiabatic and zero-flux
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Parameter Description Value
D Domain diameter 16 mm
H Total domain height (including injector length) 55 mm
h Extent of domain upstream of injector nozzle 4.5 mm
di = 2ri Inner fuel nozzle diameter 2.25 mm
do Outer fuel nozzle diameter 3.0 mm
Uf = U Bulk injected fuel velocity 26 m s−1
Tf Fuel temperature 855 K
YH2 Hydrogen mass fraction in injected fuel stream 0.14
Ua = U Bulk coflow air velocity 26 m s−1
Ta Air temperature 945 K
tr = ri/U Convective reference time 43.3 µs
tf = H/U Total flow-through time 2.12 ms
ti = h/U Injector flow-through time 0.17 ms
tT = 4.67tf Simulated time after fuel injection 9.9 and 11.5 ms
TABLE 1. Geometry, flow conditions and simulation parameters.
Case value
Parameter Description Low I High I
Ii = u′/U(z=−h) Coflow air turbulence intensity at inlet 0.15 0.25
I0 = u′/U(z= 0) Coflow air turbulence intensity at injection
plane
0.13 0.21
`I Coflow air integral length scale at domain
inlet
3 mm
Ret = u′`I/ν Turbulent Reynolds number at injection 100 170
τt,i = `I/u′(z=−h) Turbulent eddy turnover time at inlet 0.77 ms 0.46 ms
τt,0 = `I/u′(z= 0) Turbulent eddy turnover time at injection 0.96 ms 0.58 ms
ηK = (ν3/)1/4 Kolmogorov length scale at injection 0.11 mm 0.07 mm
τK = (ν/)1/2 Kolmogorov time scale at injection 0.11 ms 0.05 ms
dx Mesh spacing <0.06 mm
dt Time step 0.43 µs
TABLE 2. Turbulence parameters used in the low- and high-turbulence-intensity
simulations; also including the spatial and temporal resolution of the simulations.
boundary conditions are used for the velocity, temperature and species, respectively,
on the inside and outside injector walls. Finally, a moving-wall boundary condition
for the velocity, and zero-flux conditions for the temperature and species are used on
the lateral boundary at r = 8 mm, while a zero-gradient condition is imposed on all
variables at the outflow boundary. Table 1 summarizes important problem variables
and parameters.
The length of the injector also allows the synthetic turbulence to develop before the
air and fuel streams come into contact. By the time the flow has reached the injector
exit, the turbulence intensity levels have decayed to I0 = 0.13 and 0.21, in the low and
high Ii case, respectively. At the air inflow plane, the corresponding turbulent Reynolds
numbers for the low and high turbulence intensities are Ret = u′`I/ν = 105.4 and 175.7
(based on the dynamic viscosity of air νair = 1.11 cm2 s−1 at 945 K). The Kolmogorov
length ηK = (ν3/)1/4 and time scales τK = (ν/)1/2 based on the energy dissipation
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Hydrogen autoignition in a turbulent hot coflow 431
rate extracted from the simulation data are 0.11 and 0.07 mm and 0.11 and 0.05 ms,
respectively.
The non-uniform mesh spacing determined by the number of spectral elements and
the polynomial order used satisfies strictly max(dx) = 0.06 mm. It is thus sufficiently
fine to resolve all turbulence scales (Moin & Mahesh 1998), with dx < 0.9ηK in the
high Ii case and dx < 0.6ηK in the low Ii case. It is also fine enough to resolve
all mixing scales (i.e. the Batchelor scale ηB = (νD2/)1/4 = (ηK/Sc1/2)1/4 and the
Obukhov–Corrsin scale ηOC = (D3/)1/4 = (ηK/Sc3)1/4), which are larger than ηK
since the Schmidt number is Sc = ν/D < 1. The integration time step for the flow
was dt = 0.01tr, where the convective reference time scale is tr = ri/U = 43.3 µs,
sufficiently smaller than the shortest flow time scale τK . During the fixed dt for the
hydrodynamic part, the time step for the thermochemistry integration is automatically
adapted by CVODE in order to keep the local error below a value determined by the
user-specified absolute and a relative tolerances of 10−10 and 10−6, respectively. The
spatial and temporal resolution independence of the solution was verified by repeating
the calculation for the initial 2.6tf using sixth-order polynomials and time step dt/2.
Only minor differences were uncovered with respect to the integral of the heat release
over the entire domain, which was found to be a sensitive indicator of the temporal
evolution of the flow, mixing and chemistry, as well as the instantaneous profiles of all
variables and the structure of the autoignition spots (AISs).
The simulations were performed as follows: initially, pure N2 was injected in a
domain filled with air and the equations were integrated for t0 = 2tf to allow the flow
to develop; tf = H/U = 2.12 ms is the flow-through time. At t = 0, hydrogen was
introduced in the fuel stream so that YH2 = 0.14. Following injection, the fuel mixed
with the hot coflowing air stream and started reacting as it filled the domain. The total
time simulated following fuel injection was tT = 4.7tf and 5.4tf for the low and high Ii
cases, respectively. All physical and simulation parameters are summarized in tables 1
and 2. Unless otherwise noted, in the rest of the paper all quantities will be presented
in non-dimensional units with respect to the fuel nozzle radius ri, the bulk velocity at
the inlet U = Uf = Ua, and the mixture properties at the fuel nozzle.
As discussed in the next section, four chemical mechanisms were tested, and the
detailed mechanism of Li et al. (2004) containing 9 chemical species (H2, O2, H2O, H,
O, OH, HO2, H2O2 and N2) and 21 reversible elementary reactions was employed in
the simulations.
3. Homogeneous autoignition and pre-ignition chemistry
Consider first homogeneous adiabatic constant pressure reactors with an initial
mixture composition defined based on inert mixing of fuel with air, whose composition
is characterized completely by the mixture fraction ξ
Yk,0 = ξYk,f + (1− ξ)Yk,a (3.1)
where the subscripts ‘f ’ and ‘a’ refer to values in the fuel and air streams, respectively.
The initial temperature in each reactor T0 can then be computed from the initial
enthalpy H0 of the corresponding mixture,
H0(T0)= ξHf (Tf )+ (1− ξ)Ha(Ta) (3.2)
The ‘homogeneous autoignition delay time’ τign,0, defined by the time of the
maximum heat release rate, depends solely on the chemical kinetics and the initial
conditions. Using the detailed mechanism of Li et al. (2004), τign,0 differs only slightly
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FIGURE 2. (Colour online) Homogeneous autoignition with the detailed mechanism of
Li et al. (2004). (a) Autoignition delay time τign,0 as a function of mixture fraction in
a homogeneous reactor (solid line with filled circles); the corresponding initial mixture
temperature T0 is shown by the dashed line. (b) Temporal evolution of temperature and
normalized species mass fraction during autoignition of the mixture corresponding to
ξMR,0 = 0.035.
from the global minimum for 0.02 < ξ < 0.06 (figure 2a), while outside this range it
increases steeply in both directions. A representative value of the ‘homogeneous most
reactive mixture fraction’ ξMR,0 = 0.035 is associated with τign,0 = 1.1 ms. Owing to the
dominant effect of temperature on the chemical reaction rates and the higher initial
temperature of the air side (ξ = 0), ξMR,0 is significantly leaner than the stoichiometric
value ξst = 0.17.
Indicating the chemical processes associated with autoignition, figure 2(b) shows the
normalized mass fractions of various species for the mixture corresponding to ξMR,0.
The hydroperoxyl radical HO2 is produced before the hydroxyl radical OH, and the
rise of OH appears almost concurrently with the rapid temperature increase associated
with thermal runaway. A delay of approximately 0.08 ms exists between the peaks of
YHO2 and YOH . Hence, HO2 can be used as an indicator of the pre-ignition kinetics, and
OH as an indicator of the thermal runaway and a marker of the flame location. The
observation concerning HO2 is consistent with previous studies, which have shown that
this radical is important in initiating autoignition upstream of the flame base (Yoo et al.
2009) and hence a good precursor for the H2 pre-ignition chemistry, irrespective of the
value of ξMR (Echekki & Chen 2003).
The sensitivity of the autoignition delay times on the chemical mechanism shown
in figure 3 was examined using four detailed H2/O2 schemes (Yetter, Dryer & Rabitz
1991; del A´lamo, Williams & Sa´nchez 2004; Conaire et al. 2004; Li et al. 2004).
Although a minimum τign,0 is observed for all mechanisms, significant differences
are found, especially between the more recent mechanisms and the older one. At
low temperatures where there is a larger uncertainty in the reaction rate constants,
pronounced deviations exist even for the recent kinetic schemes.
4. Velocity and mixing field characterization
In this section we focus on the analysis of the velocity and mixing field data
obtained in the low-turbulence-intensity (Ii = 0.15 and I0 = 0.13) case, which is closer
to the conditions of the corresponding experiments in the CTHC where I0 ≈ 0.12 at
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FIGURE 3. (Colour online) Autoignition delay time in a homogenous reactor τign,0 as a
function of mixture fraction for the selected mechanism of Li et al. (2004) (filled circles), and
the mechanisms of Yetter et al. (1991) (open upper triangles), del A´lamo et al. (2004) (filled
lower triangles), Conaire et al. (2004) (open diamonds). The initial mixture temperature is
shown by the dashed line.
the fuel injection plane away from the walls (Markides 2005; Markides & Mastorakos
2005).
4.1. Velocity field
Since the bulk velocities of the fuel Uf and air streams Ua are equal, strong mean
velocity gradients are absent and far enough from the nozzle the initially laminar
and axisymmetric fuel plume evolves in an environment that is approximated well
by a spatially decaying homogenous isotropic turbulent flow field. Figure 4(a) shows
the mean axial velocity 〈uz〉 distribution on a x–z plane passing through the jet axis.
The dimensionless radial profiles of 〈uz〉 plotted in figure 4(b) show that the initially
parabolic velocity profile associated with the laminar, low-momentum fuel stream
released at the exit of the injector nozzle (solid line at z= 0.1) decays downstream, as
it imparts its momentum to the wake region formed close to the injector walls and the
recirculation zone downstream of the finite-thickness injector tube wall. This process
is driven by the velocity gradients and the background turbulence in the coflowing air
stream, and by z≈ 15 the mean flow field becomes nearly uniform.
The axial decay of the mean 〈uz〉 (solid line) and variance 〈u′2z 〉 (dashed line) of
the axial velocity component along the centreline are shown in figure 4(c). For z & 25
the combustion process causes an acceleration in the mean flow, as expected due to
gas expansion, and reduces the magnitude of the velocity fluctuations. Specifically, 〈uz〉
increases by 20 %, while 〈u′2z 〉 decreases from ∼0.07 to 0.05 in the region 25. z. 30.
Favre averaging, defined as {φ} = 〈ρφ〉/〈ρ〉 for a field φ, can be employed in order
to eliminate the effect of density variations. Figure 5 shows the normalized centreline
profiles of the Favre-averaged turbulent kinetic energy {k}/ {U}2 where k =∑iu′2i /2,
and the normal stresses {u′2i }/ {U}2, i = x, y, z. Moving downstream from the injector
where the flow is laminar and {k} = 0, {k} increases initially reaching a peak value
at z ≈ 6.7 and then decays downstream. Consistent with figure 4(c), the heat released
from combustion has a dampening effect on the turbulent kinetic energy over the
region from z ≈ 27 to 31. The three normal stresses become nearly isotropic for z > 8
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FIGURE 4. (Colour online) Mean axial velocity field. (a) Distribution of the axial mean
velocity 〈uz〉(x, z) in a x–z plane passing through the centreline of the flow. (b) Radial profiles
of 〈uz〉 at different axial locations. (c) Centreline profiles of the mean 〈uz〉 (solid line) and
variance 〈u′2z 〉 (dashed line) of the axial velocity component.
(figure 5b). Their downstream decay follows a power law expression {u′2i }/ {U}2 ∝ z−n
with n = 1.57 downstream of the immediate vicinity of the nozzle (z > 8), and
n = 1.41 over the entire region shown in the figure. These values of n are well within
literature values for homogeneous isotropic grid-generated turbulence (Mohamed &
LaRue 1990; Huang & Leonard 1994; Pope 2000). The probability density functions
(p.d.f.s) of the square of the velocity fluctuations, P(u′2i ) reveal that the velocity
fluctuations in all three directions are well described by a Gaussian distribution, as
expected for turbulent free shear flow (figure 6).
4.2. Mixing field
4.2.1. Mixture fraction
Figure 7 shows volume-rendered images of (a) an instantaneous and (b) the time-
averaged isosurfaces of ξst = 0.17 (orange) and ξ = 0.05(cyan) as well as streamwise
slices (x–z planes) of (c) the mean 〈ξ〉 and (d) variance 〈ξ ′2〉 of the mixture fraction.
Superimposed in figure 7(c,d) are the projected on the x–z plane locations of the
AISs (crosses) which will be discussed in the next section. The mean stoichiometric
mixture fraction isosurface closes at a height that is significantly lower than that of the
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FIGURE 5. (Colour online) Profiles of normalized Favre-averaged (a) centreline decay of
turbulent kinetic energy {k} and (b) centreline decay of normal Reynolds stresses: {u′2x }
(circles), {u′2y } (triangles), {u′2z } (diamonds), also showing a power law fit proportional to
z−1.41 (solid line).
10–1
10–2
10–3
100
10–4
–2 0 2–4 4
FIGURE 6. (Colour online) Normalized p.d.f. of velocity fluctuations u′2x (circles), u
′2
y
(triangles), u′2z (diamonds), compared with a Gaussian profile (solid line). Here, µ and σ
are the mean and standard deviation of u′2i , respectively.
spots, which therefore appear at compositions significantly leaner than stoichiometric.
On the other hand, the most reactive mixture fraction is so lean that its mean
isosurface extends over the whole domain height, and much farther downstream from
the autoignition region.
Along the centreline, the mean mixture fraction 〈ξ〉r=0,z decays at a rate of z−1.5
sufficiently far away from the nozzle (z > 3 or z/`I > 1) and drops below the
stoichiometric value at z ≈ 15 (figure 8a). The decay rate falls between the value
for a self-preserving axisymmetric jet that decreases as z−1 (Pope 2000) and Gaussian
dispersion from a point source at short lengths for which the decay rate is proportional
to z−2 (Sutton 1932). In the former, the diffusion process is driven by the shear
(velocity gradients) set up between the high-momentum jet and the surrounding
atmosphere, whereas in the latter it is driven by the turbulence in the background flow
upstream of the low-momentum release. Note here that according to Taylor’s diffusion
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FIGURE 7. (Colour online) Volume renderings of (a) instantaneous of stoichiometric mixture
fraction ξst = 0.17 (orange in the lower part of the domain) and ξ = 0.05 (cyan extending
over the whole domain) isosurfaces, (b) 〈ξ〉 = ξst = 0.17 (orange) and 〈ξ〉 = 0.05 (cyan)
isosurfaces. Centreline x–z slice of (c) mean mixture fraction 〈ξ〉 and (d) mixture fraction
variance 〈ξ ′2〉. In (c,d) the inner and outer white lines are the stoichiometric ξst = 0.17 and the〈ξ〉 = 0.05 isocontour, respectively. The white crosses mark the AIS locations projected on
the x–z plane.
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FIGURE 8. (a) Centreline profile of the mean 〈ξ〉r=0,z and variance 〈ξ ′2〉r=0,z of the mixture
fraction ξ . (b) Log–log profile of 〈ξ〉r=0,z.
theory for Gaussian axisymmetric plumes, one would expect the mean concentration
profile along the centreline (and, hence, the axial profile of 〈ξ〉r=0,z) to obey a z−2
power law at short distances from the fuel point source and a z−1 power law at
longer distances. The demarkation between short and long distances from the nozzle is
based on the order of magnitude comparison between the characteristic plume width
σr = r1/2/√2 ln(2) and the outer turbulence length scales. Here, r1/2 is the plume width
at which 〈ξ〉 decreases to half of its centreline value and the relevant turbulent length
scale is `I . In the current case we would expect short-length behaviour, for which
σr ≈ Ii z at σr `I , and long-length behaviour for which σ 2r ≈ 0.2 Ii`I z at σr `I . The
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FIGURE 9. (Colour online) (a) Normalized radial mean mixture fraction versus radius
normalized by the plume half-width radius r1/2; (b) p.d.f. of mixture fraction P(ξ) at various
axial distances z along r = 0.5 extracted from the DNS results (open circles). The solid lines
are a posteriori determined beta distributions Pβ(ξ) (equation (4.2)) using the local mean µ
and standard deviation σ values indicated on the plot.
two conditions correspond to z 30 and z 100, respectively, so that short-length
behaviour is expected. Returning to figure 8(b), at long distances (z & 25) the decay
rate decreases as a result of autoignition.
The radial profile of the mean mixture fraction 〈ξ〉x,z(r) normalized by the centreline
value 〈ξ〉r=0,z is shown in figure 9(a) at different streamwise locations. In agreement
with mixing field measurements in the CTHC under similar conditions (Markides
2005; Markides & Mastorakos 2008b, 2011), the mean mixture fraction profiles have a
self-similar shape for z/`I > 1 that can be described well by a Gaussian function,
〈ξ〉r,z
〈ξ〉r=0,z
= exp
{
−1
2
(
r
σr
)2}
= exp
{
− ln 2
(
r
r1/2
)2}
. (4.1)
Similar observations were reported e.g. by Lemoine et al. (2000) and Nakamura, Sakai
& Miyata (1987) for a plume in grid-generated turbulence.
The p.d.f. of the mixture fraction P(ξ) in figure 9(b) is another way to describe
the degree of mixing. Moving along r = 0.5 axially downstream from the fuel source
(slightly off-axis, but initially still inside the injector), the p.d.f. changes from a
delta function at ξ = 1 (fuel) gradually towards a delta function corresponding to the
well-mixed (WM) mixture with ξWM ≈ 0.008. The p.d.f.s are found to be in excellent
agreement with the a posteriori evaluated two-parameter beta p.d.f.
Pβ(ξ)= ξα−1 (1− ξ)β−1 Γ (α + β)
Γ (α)Γ (β)
, (4.2)
where Γ (x) is the gamma function, and the two parameters α = µγ and β = (1− µ)γ
are evaluated from the local mixture fraction mean and variance µ and σ 2 extracted
from the data and γ = µ(1− µ)/σ 2 − 1.
4.2.2. Scalar dissipation rate
The centreline profile of the dimensionless mean scalar dissipation rate (figure 10a)
〈χ〉 peaks at z ≈ 5.5, and subsequently decays very quickly as z−4.4 (figure 10b), so
that autoignition appears in a region (22 < z < 29, see table 4) of very low scalar
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FIGURE 10. (a) Centreline profile of the mean 〈χ〉r=0,z and variance 〈χ ′2〉r=0,z of the
unconditional scalar dissipation rate χ . (b) Log–log profile of 〈χ〉r=0,z in (a), also indicating a
power law relation proportional to z−4.4.
dissipation. Any effect of χ on autoignition would be through the history of conditions
experienced by the reacting mixture from the injector to the AISs locations.
The average conditional scalar dissipation rate 〈χ |ξ〉 is of greater interest than
its unconditioned counterpart because of its importance in the interpretation of the
autoignition process and its use in various modelling approaches. Figure 11 shows
scatter plots of the conditional scalar dissipation rate χ |ξ in mixture fraction space,
and the corresponding conditional mean 〈χ |ξ〉 (solid lines) compiled over time at
different points in physical space. The solid curves of 〈χ |ξ〉 in figure 11 are found to
be similar to the bell-shaped functions of χ(ξ) that result from the amplitude mapping
closure (AMC) model given by
〈χ |ξ〉
〈χ〉 =
G(ξ)∫ 1
0
G(η)Pβ(η) dη
, (4.3)
for an a priori known 〈χ〉, where
G(ξ)= exp{−2 [erf−1(2ξ − 1)]2}, (4.4)
erf−1 being the inverse error function. Proposed by O’Brien & Jiang (1991), the AMC
model represents steady mixing in a laminar counterflow configuration and requires
that the extrema of the mixture fraction (i.e. some unmixed fluid) are always present
at zero (air) and unity (fuel). The AMC formulation provides an accurate prediction
of 〈χ |ξ〉 in turbulent inhomogeneous reacting flow conditions (Kim 2004) and was
successfully employed in Reynolds averaged Navier–Stokes (RANS) simulations of
the CTHC experiments by Markides et al. (2007). The AMC model (dashed lines)
captures the conditional mean 〈χ |ξ〉 (solid lines) reasonably well (figure 11). The
deviations become larger farther downstream of the nozzle, but the scalar dissipation
rate value there has decreased by an order of magnitude.
The scatter plots show that the conditional scalar dissipation rate is broadly
distributed about the conditional mean. The corresponding p.d.f. P(χ |ξ) =
P(χ, ξ)/P(ξ) describing the magnitude of the fluctuations about the conditional mean
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FIGURE 11. (Colour online) (a–d) Scatter plots of conditional scalar dissipation rate χ |ξ
along r = 0.5 at different heights above the nozzle.The conditional mean 〈χ |ξ〉 (solid line) is
compared with the AMC predictions (dashed line).
is often assumed to follow a log-normal distribution (Peters 1983),
P(lnχ |ξ)= 1√
2piσlnχ |ξ
exp
{
−1
2
(
lnχ |ξ − µlnχ |ξ
σlnχ |ξ
)2}
, (4.5)
where µlnχ |ξ and σlnχ |ξ are the mean and standard deviation of lnχ |ξ . According
to figure 12, the log-normal distribution at different downstream locations along
r = 0.5 appears to be a reasonable approximation. However, low values of χ |ξ are
underestimated, while high values are overestimated, and at the tails, the p.d.f. is
closer to being exponential (Lee & Pope 1995).
5. Autoignition in a turbulent coflow
This section presents observations relating to the low-turbulence-intensity simulation,
which is closest to that measured experimentally in the CTHC. Qualitatively similar
observations concerning the flame behaviour were also made in the high Ii case.
5.1. Global phenomenological observations and flame behaviour
Phenomenologically, the three-dimensional simulations are consistent with the
experimental observations in the CHTC setup for hydrogen (Markides 2005; Markides
& Mastorakos 2005) and other fuels in the ‘random spots’ regime in terms of the
explosive emergence of localized flamelets which then propagate into their unburnt
surroundings exhibiting complex interactions.
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FIGURE 12. (a–d) Evolution of the normalized p.d.f. of χ |ξ for all available ξ with z along
r = 0.5. The solid line indicates log-normal distribution. Here, µ and σ are the mean and
standard deviation of lnχ |ξ , respectively.
Two-dimensional simulations (Kerkemeier 2010) reproduced the experimentally
observed regimes (table 3). For mean velocities Uf = Ua = 26 m s−1, turbulence
intensity Ii = 0.15, fuel composition YH2 = 0.14 and fuel temperature Tf = 855 K,
‘no ignition’ was observed within the domain at air temperature Ta = 930 K. At the
highest investigated Ta = 1080 K, flame flashback eventually led to an anchored flame.
In between these two regimes, ‘random spots’ were observed for Ta = 945 and 955 K,
and a ‘lifted flame’ with a mean lift-off height of 9 mm was obtained at Ta = 985 K.
In the latter case, the simulations clearly showed the dominant effect of the HO2
radical in the stabilization of the flame (Kerkemeier 2010). Instantaneous images of the
logarithm of the heat release rate exemplifying the three strongly reacting behaviours
are shown in figure 13.
In terms of mixing, the two-dimensional simulations showed that the stoichiometric
mixture fraction isoline extends over the whole domain, in contrast to the three-
dimensional mixing behaviour (§ 4.2). In the random-spot regime, this enabled a flame
to hover farther downstream from the AISs. Despite the differences with respect to
the turbulent flow and mixing fields, in addition to capturing all of the experimentally
observed regimes and the effect of increasing coflow temperature, the two-dimensional
simulations were in reasonable agreement with the experiment in terms of the mean
height of the AISs.
The three-dimensional simulations focus on the random spots autoignition
regime for the conditions outlined in tables 1 and 2. Volume-renderings of the
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(a) (b) (c)
FIGURE 13. (Colour online) Instantaneous images of the logarithm of the heat release
rate for the observed regimes in the two-dimensional simulations: (a) anchored flame
(Ta = 1080 K), (b) lifted flame (Ta = 985 K) and (c) random spots (Ta = 945 K). The
dashed and solid white lines marks the instantaneous most reactive mixture fraction and
the stoichiometric mixture fraction isolines, respectively.
Air temperature (K) Autoignition regime
930 No ignition
945 Random spots
955 Random spots
985 Lifted flame
1080 Flashback/anchored flame
TABLE 3. Observed autoignition regimes in two-dimensional DNS as a function of Ta. In
all simulations: Uf = Ua = U = 26 m s−1, Ii = 0.15, YH2 = 0.14 and Tf = 855 K.
OH production rate ω˙OH were found to produce images that are very similar
to the OH chemiluminescence images obtained experimentally in the CTHC
(Markides 2005; Markides & Mastorakos 2008a, 2011). In figure 14(a), a typical
instantaneous realization of ω˙OH from the simulations is compared with a typical
instantaneous (short-exposure) chemiluminescence snapshot from the experiments.
Feature similarities are also revealed in figure 14(b,c) between contour plots of time-
averaged 〈YOH 〉 and 〈ω˙OH 〉 and experimental time-averaged OH chemiluminescence
images and long-exposure direct photography, respectively. It should be noted though
that the experimental images are for acetylene and are provided only to show
qualitatively the experimentally observed spots in the same scale as in the simulations.
The image quality for hydrogen suffered from very low emitted levels and the
noise introduced by the image intensifier. The long-exposure images illustrate the
existence of an ‘autoignition region’, whose axial extent with respect to the injector is
characterized by the length Lign. This region can be quantified in a number of ways, as
discussed in more detail in § 5.4.
The series of volume renderings of ω˙OH in figure 15 reveal some details of typical
flame behaviour. The image sequence starts shortly after the appearance of a localized
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(a) (b)
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FIGURE 14. (Colour online) (a) Instantaneous images of volume-rendered OH production
rate ω˙OH from the simulations showing the definition of LAIS with the injector at the
bottom of the image (left) and experimental short-exposure OH chemiluminescence (right);
(b) contour plots of time-averaged/-integrated images of 〈YOH 〉 from the simulations (right)
and experimental OH chemiluminescence for hydrogen (left); (c) contour plot of 〈ω˙OH 〉 from
the simulations (left) and experimental long-exposure photograph of acetylene autoignition
from Markides (2005) (right).
Location Description Ii = 0.15 Ii = 0.25
t1 Appearance of first AIS 46.6 47.9
nAIS Number of AISs during tT 23 24
fAIS = nAIS/tT AIS frequency 2.3 kHz 2.4 kHz
min{LAIS} Minimum axial AIS length 22.2 22.4
τAIS = 〈LAIS〉/U Mean residence time until autoignition 1.11 ms 1.19 ms
τAIS/τt Eddy turnovers until autoignition 1.1 1.9
max{LAIS} Maximum recorded Lign during simulation 28.7 31.6〈LAIS〉 Mean Lign from simulation 25.6 (±1 %) 27.5 (±1 %)
σL,AIS Standard deviation of Lign from simulation 1.6 (±15 %) 2.0 (±15 %)
σL,AIS/〈LAIS〉 Standard deviation of Lign divided by its
mean
0.06 0.07
min{XAIS} Minimum radial AIS length (Xign) 0.8 0.5
max{XAIS} Maximum recorded Xign during simulation 3.2 4.7〈XAIS〉 Mean Xign from simulation 2.1 (±7 %) 2.7 (±8 %)
σX,AIS Standard deviation of Xign from simulation 0.7 (±15 %) 1.1 (±15 %)
TABLE 4. Spatial location of AISs in (low) Ii = 0.15 and (high) Ii = 0.25 cases. Standard
errors for the mean and standard deviation are shown in parenthesis, assuming a normal
distribution. All values are normalized by ri.
AIS at about one-third of the image height, upstream of an existing larger ‘post-
ignition flamelet’ (PIF). In the first row of images, the partially premixed flame
initiated from the newly formed AIS propagates outwards, while the PIF remains
situated approximately one-third of the image height farther downstream. A second
AIS appears at t = 186.45, and the propagating PIF fronts from the two AIS meet and
interact while propagating towards the PIF lingering above them. At t = 187.65, the
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AIS
AIS
PIF
PIF
FIGURE 15. (Colour online) Zoomed-in sequence of volume-rendered images of OH
production rate ω˙OH showing AIS formation and PIF propagation, as well as PIF interactions.
Also showing the definition of Lmin(t).
three PIFs merge into a single flamelet. Subsequently, this flamelet slowly extinguishes,
while at the most upstream point the flamelet gives rise to a region of stronger reaction
(t = 190.50). Eventually, only the upstream front remains, which is advected slowly
downstream by the flow with an absolute axial velocity of uPIF ≈ 0.3. The interactions
can either act to sustain them for some time or to extinguish them, reflecting closely
the experimental observations (Markides 2005; Markides & Mastorakos 2008a).
The temporal evolution of the integral of the heat release rate iHRR over the
entire domain (rendered non-dimensional by the density, heat capacity and temperature
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(a)
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FIGURE 16. (Colour online) Temporal evolution of (a) the dimensionless volume-integrated
heat release rate in the whole domain iHRR (solid line) and minimum axial length of OH
production rate Lmin (dashed line) for the low Ii = 0.15 case and (b) the dimensionless volume-
integrated heat release rate in the whole domain iHRR for the low Ii = 0.15 case (solid line)
and high Ii = 0.25 (dashed line).
of the fuel jet) reported in figure 16(a) shows that autoignition in this case first
occurs after a delay of t1 = 46.6 from the introduction of hydrogen into the fuel
stream. Subsequently, the iHRR signal contains peaks and troughs appearing at random
intervals. The peaks are associated with the appearance of AIS, such as those shown
in figure 15. The iHRR plot is overlaid with the simultaneous value of Lmin, the
minimum axial distance from the injector nozzle to the most upstream location of
regions of high OH production rate (dashed line). The latter is obtained by processing
each computed image to identify the minimum axial distance from the nozzle having
pixel intensity above a threshold of 3 % of the maximum value (see also figure 15).
Careful inspection reveals periods of gradual increase in Lmin corresponding to the slow
propagation of PIF downstream, interrupted by occasional sharp upstream shifts. The
sudden upstream shifts are accompanied by a sharp increase in iHRR and mark the
emergence of a new AIS at an upstream location. The saw-tooth-shaped profile of
the heat release rate and of Lmin are similar to the measured temporal evolution of
the lift-off height of a diesel jet in a high-temperature, high-pressure spherical bomb
which was attributed to consecutive autoignition events (Yoo et al. 2011).
Preliminary investigations of the balance of the reactive and diffusive terms within
a spot indicates that the kernels ignite homogeneously, and quickly form propagating
fronts, but the analysis of the autoignition kernel structure and the dynamics and
interaction of the PIFs will be the focus of a future investigation.
5.2. AIS frequency
A total of 23 (low Ii run) and 24 (high Ii run) independent AISs were recorded
during the simulation time after the introduction of hydrogen in the fuel stream
tT , resulting in average autoignition event frequencies of fign = 2.3–2.4 kHz. Table 4
summarizes these results, while figure 16(b) compares the iHRR histories of the low-
and high-turbulence-intensity cases. These frequencies are in good agreement with
the experimental value of approximately 2 kHz in similar ‘fast spotting’ conditions
when autoignition was observed at short distances from the injector (Markides 2005;
Markides & Mastorakos 2011).
With respect to the autoignition length Lign in table 4, it should be noted that:
(i) LAIS (as in figure 14) is a measure of the axial length from the injector nozzle to
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Hydrogen autoignition in a turbulent hot coflow 445
the point of the emergence of an independent AIS, as judged by visual inspection of
the OH production rate, such that there are only as many samples of LAIS generated
as there are AIS realizations; whereas (ii) the previously employed Lmin(t) (figures 15
and 16a) is the continuous measure in each successive image of the axial length from
the injector nozzle to the most upstream regions of high ω˙OH due to an AIS or a PIF.
The two measures may occasionally coincide at some instances such as that shown in
figure 14(a), but will generally deviate due to flame propagation following localized
autoignition.
It is interesting to note that although the first realization of thermal runaway
associated with an AIS in the high Ii case appears slightly delayed relative to the
corresponding first AIS in the low Ii case (figure 16b), the two cases give rise to
qualitatively similar iHRR signatures and frequencies. This is in agreement with the
experimental observation that in the cases where 〈Lmin〉 was kept short by increasing
the air temperature, fign was not significantly altered when Ua (and, hence, also
the turbulent velocity fluctuations u′) were increased by a factor of 1.6 (Markides
2005; Markides & Mastorakos 2008a). Nevertheless, the first emergence of an AIS is
delayed by 1.3 time units at higher Ii, indicating a delaying effect of higher u′ on the
pre-ignition chemistry.
As a final comment, it can be seen that min{LAIS} is affected only minimally by the
change in Ii, whereas 〈LAIS〉 is longer by 7 % when Ii is increased. We will return to
the spatial appearance of AIS in the domain in § 5.4.
5.3. Appearance of autoignition and post-ignition flames in mixture fraction space
Scatter plots of temperature T , mass fractions HO2 and OH, and thermal scalar
dissipation rate χ (first to fourth row) against the local mixture fraction ξ were
compiled over time and over horizontal planes normal to the flow axis at z= 1, 12, 23
and 29 (first to fourth column) (figure 17, low Ii case). As indicated by the thermal
runaway in the scatter plots of temperature and YOH , the AISs appear at z ≈ 22.
The corresponding conditional means are shown in some plots. Further downstream
(z> 23), the scatter plots become contaminated with post-ignition combustion and PIF
interactions.
In line with the results presented in § 4.2.2, the scatter plots reveal high scalar
dissipation rates close to the nozzle which decays quickly downstream. Keeping in
mind that the reported values are non-dimensionalized with respect to χref = 1/tref =
23111.1 s−1, it can be seen that close to the nozzle χ can reach, albeit not very
often, values up to 3200 s−1, which are higher than the critical scalar dissipation above
which autoignition is precluded for the conditions under consideration (χcrit ≈ 2650 s−1
evaluated by two-dimensional laminar counterflow simulations). The conditional
average 〈χ |ξ〉 can fail to describe adequately the range of observed values of χ |ξ ,
with considerable fluctuations χ ′′|ξ present around the conditional mean, especially
at long z (see for example the scatter plot at z = 23 in figure 17). These deviations
can affect the eventual location of autoignition through their effect on the pre-ignition
chemistry.
The conditional mean of YHO2 is indicated at z = 1 and z = 23 in order to clarify
how the local ξMR was defined. The HO2 radical starts forming very close to the
nozzle exit, and YHO2 increases strongly with height in the pre-ignition region. Since
OH is not produced in significant amounts, the local most reactive mixture fraction
in the pre-ignition region ξMR is defined by identifying the peak in the conditional
mean of 〈YHO2 |ξ〉(z). The dependence of the local ξMR on 〈χ |ξMR〉 (figure 18) reveals
that close to the nozzle pre-ignition chemistry is taking place at conditions richer
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FIGURE 17. (Colour online) Scatter plots of temperature T (first row), the mass fractions
YHO2 (second row) and YOH (third row), and scalar dissipation rate χ (fourth row) as a
function of the mixture fraction ξ on planes normal to the axial direction at z = 1, 12, 23, 29
(first to last column). Superimposed in some plots are the corresponding conditional means
(solid lines).
than stoichiometric (ξMR ≈ 0.27), but ξMR decays quickly and by z ≈ 6 reaches the
homogeneous value of ξMR,0 = 0.035. Variation of the instantaneous ξMR with time
was also reported by Sreedhara & Lakshmisha (2002) in their three-dimensional DNS
when a four-step scheme was used to describe n-heptane kinetics; for a single-step
kinetic model ξMR was constant. Thus, as with previous numerical studies on turbulent
autoignition, autoignition is observed eventually in regions where χ is low and at a
value of ξMR that is close to that estimated from homogeneous calculations (ξMR,0).
Even though initially χMR may be high (more than an order of magnitude higher than
χMR,0 here), during the autoignition delay time turbulence mixes the reactants and χMR
decays, and ξMR approaches the value of ξMR,0.
The scatter plots at z higher up in the domain show the evolution to a burning state
(last two columns of figure 17), and exhibit similarities with the scatter plots reported
by Cabra et al. (2002, 2005). The temperature peak shifts progressively to richer ξ and
reaction fronts appear in very lean and very rich mixtures, showing that PIF can exist
in such mixtures following autoignition at ξMR.
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FIGURE 18. Most reactive mixture fraction ξMR as a function of the conditional mean of χ at
ξMR.
5.4. Mixing and autoignition location
Statistics of the axial and radial locations of the observed AISs are detailed in table 4.
These were compiled from the total of 23 and 24 independent AISs generated over the
available simulation time tT in the low and high Ii simulations, respectively.
5.4.1. Autoignition location statistics
In figure 7(c), the locations of all recorded autoignition events in the low Ii
simulation are superimposed on the isocontours of the mean mixture fraction 〈ξ〉
and of 〈ξ〉 = ξst and 〈ξ〉 = 0.05, a value representative of the most reactive mixture
fraction ξMR. As discussed in § 4.2, 〈ξ〉 decays along the centreline as z−1.5 sufficiently
far away from the nozzle, dropping below the stoichiometric value ξst = 0.17 at z≈ 15
(figure 8). The appearance of the AISs at locations where the local composition is
on average much leaner than stoichiometric has a considerable effect on the observed
combustion behaviour. It can be expected that external perturbations resulting in the
appearance of spots within the ξst isosurface can lead to the stabilization of a lifted
flame, which will be supported by autoignition ahead of the flame base. Furthermore,
the absolute axial advection velocities of the PIF were of the order of uPIF ≈ 0.3
(approximately 7.8 m s−1). In the CHTC experiments (Markides & Mastorakos 2008a),
the measured absolute flame velocities were in the range 6.5–8.5 m s−1 for hydrogen
with Ua = 25 m s−1 and Ta = 950 K.
The statistics of the axial and radial locations of the AISs including relative
standard error estimates for the mean and standard deviation of the different lengths
are summarized in table 4; a normal distribution is assumed. The assumption is
reasonable as it has been established in the experiments (Markides 2005; Markides
et al. 2007) that LAIS was approximately normally distributed. In the low Ii
simulation, the most upstream AIS is observed at min{LAIS} = 22.4. The average
axial and radial autoignition locations relative to the injector are 〈LAIS〉 = 25.6 and
〈XAIS〉 = 2.1, respectively. From the mean axial autoignition length 〈LAIS〉, it is possible
to define a ‘mean residence time until autoignition’ τAIS based on a characteristic
advection velocity. Using the bulk velocity U = 26 m s−1, we obtain a τAIS = 1.11 ms,
which corresponds to 1.1 eddy turnover times and is approximately equal to the
homogeneous autoignition delay time τign,0. The standard deviations of LAIS and XAIS
are 1.6 and 0.7, and hence the statistical standard errors  = σ/√n in 〈LAIS〉 and 〈XAIS〉
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FIGURE 19. (Colour online) Value of the p.d.f. of ξ = ξMR as a function of radius at different
axial locations (Ii = 0.15 case). Note that each line is not a p.d.f.; it is formed by joining
points each one of which comes from compiling a p.d.f. over time at a particular radial and
axial location (r, z), and identifying the value of the p.d.f. at the MR mixture ξ = ξMR.
are 0.33 and 0.14, respectively. Experimental results for the same mixture and
velocities but with Ta ≈ 955 K showed Lmin ≈ 22 and 〈Lmin〉 ≈ 25.
The AISs tend to be located off-axis and the average radial autoignition location
〈XAIS〉 matches closely the radial location of the 〈ξ〉 = ξMR isosurface at the height
corresponding to z = 〈LAIS〉. Since it was established in § 5.3 that all AISs appear
at locations where instantaneously ξ ≈ ξMR,0, it is interesting to probe the probability
of the emergence of a mixture with the right composition for autoignition ξMR and
how this varies in the domain. Using the mixture fraction p.d.f. P(ξ) extracted from
the simulations, the radial dependence of P(ξ = ξMR; r, z) at different heights from
the injector is plotted in figure 19. The peak matches closely the radial location of
〈ξ〉 = ξMR at z = 〈LAIS〉 and agrees well with the mean radial autoignition location
〈XAIS〉, showing that autoignition arises at radial locations where the probability of
finding pockets with the optimal composition is the highest.
5.4.2. Autoignition location randomness
Despite the small number of spots, considerable scatter exists in the AIS appearance
(see figure 7c and table 4). In the low Ii simulation, AISs were observed over the
range of axial and radial locations spanning 22.2 < z < 28.7 and 0.8 < r < 3.2, with
a corresponding standard deviation in LAIS and XAIS of 1.6 and 0.7. We note that the
axial r.m.s. of the spreading is by a factor of 2.3 greater that the radial, and the axial
spreading amounts to 6 % of 〈LAIS〉.
The radial profiles of P(ξ = ξMR; r, z) (figure 19) correlate with the off-axis regions
within which AISs appear. For z6 〈LAIS〉, there is a low probability of finding pockets
of ξMR mixture at r > 4, consistent with the observation that no AISs were observed
there during the simulation time tT . In addition, although from about z> 18 regions of
ξMR appear at the centreline, the probability of this occurring is lower by a factor of
3–5 than that found in the region 1< r < 3 where the AISs actually appear.
As expected from the discussion in § 4.2.2, the conditional scalar dissipation rate
at most reactive conditions χMR = χ |ξMR decayed quickly. Radial profiles of 〈χMR〉
(figure 20) reveal that this quantity is consistently higher closer to the centreline
relative to the edge of the plume as this spreads downstream.
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FIGURE 20. (Colour online) Radial profiles of the mean conditional scalar dissipation rate
〈χMR〉 = 〈χ |ξMR〉 at different axial locations for the low-turbulence-intensity case.
5.4.3. Effect of scalar mixing on autoignition
Mixing effects on the chemical processes leading to autoignition can be understood
by the history of χMR, the conditional scalar dissipation rate at the most reactive
mixture fraction. In order to observe this history individual kernels of high HO2
concentration were detected to track their trajectories. Different mass fraction isovalues
ranging from 10−6 to 10−4 were used to define the kernel, all leading to the same
observations. Well-defined iso-HO2 concentration kernels could be identified above
z≈ 10, all of which underwent thermal runaway and resulted in successful autoignition
events. However, independent of the isovalue chosen, these kernels could not be traced
towards the region of high scalar dissipation rate close to the fuel nozzle as their
concentration dropped to very low levels.
Furthermore, their trajectories were found to deviate strongly from the path lines
followed by non-reactive particles initialized within these kernels. The inspection of
the individual histories of these radical pockets could not explain the spreading in the
autoignition location, since the differences in the scalar dissipation rate experienced
by the kernels was too small to account for the variation in the autoignition length.
This suggests that the autoignition lengths of the individual AIS locations from the
fluctuating scalar dissipation rate and velocity close to the fuel nozzle (i.e. z . 10),
where it was not possible to track the kernels. The considerably higher scalar
dissipation rate in this region is demonstrated in figures 18 and 21(a), which shows
that the conditional scalar dissipation rate 〈χ |ξMR〉 calculated at z = 10 is two orders
of magnitude higher than that found in the region z < 1 and one order of magnitude
higher than that in the region 2< z< 5.
In the absence of inhomogeneities, we would have expected the fluid particles to
autoignite at the homogeneous ignition delay time τign,0 = 1.1 ms. In an attempt to
transform the residence time into a spatial length that can be compared with the AIS
results from the three-dimensional simulations and to quantify any mixing effects, a
characteristic velocity of the pre-ignition kernels was employed, which was computed
as the axial component w of the propagation velocity of points on the ξMR isosurface
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FIGURE 21. (Colour online) (a) Mean scalar dissipation rate conditioned on ξMR (O) and
r.m.s. over the mean scalar dissipation rate conditioned on ξMR (H) versus axial location z
(solid line) and time t (dashed line). (b) Mean (solid line with filled circles) and variance
(dashed line with open circles) of velocity conditioned on MR u|ξMR against axial location z
for the low Ii turbulence intensity case.
as (Gibson 1968)
wKER(z, t)=
〈
w
∣∣∣∣ξMR − DξDt
∣∣∣∣
ξMR
|∇ξ |−1(nξMR · k)
〉
(5.1)
i.e. the local conditional axial fluid velocity corrected by the diffusion velocity in the
direction of nξMR , the local unit normal vector to the ξMR isosurface; k is the unit vector
in the axial direction. The averaging 〈· · ·〉 is performed along the instantaneous ξMR on
planes at a height z above the nozzle.
The Lagrangian time τ and the height of the AIS z can then be related by
τ(z, t)=
∫ z
0
dz
wKER(z, t)
; z(τ )=
∫ τ
0
wKER(z(t)) dt. (5.2)
This Lagrangian tracking procedure takes into account advection and diffusion of
points with a concentration ξMR with velocity wKER(z, t). It is based on the observation
that the pre-ignition chemistry is constrained on mixtures around ξMR and the fact that
the path of autoignition precursors is different from that of a non-reactive fluid particle.
The calculation takes into account the low-velocity regions in the injector boundary
layers and in the injector wake. It is noted that in the wake region uMR = 〈u|ξMR〉
is actually low, starting from ∼0.24U, and increasing quickly to 0.86U by about
z≈ 10= 4di (figure 21b).
Another way to view τign,0 is that it reveals the shortest time that we would
have expected autoignition to appear had we established the mixing state with
ξ = ξMR,0 infinitely fast. Similarly, integrating uKER(r) from 0 to τign,0, a homogeneous
autoignition length Lign,0 = 20.3 is obtained, revealing the shortest distance from the
injector where we would have expected autoignition to appear had we established
the state ξ = ξMR condition infinitely fast. Considering that for all AIS realizations
1.09< LAIS/Lign,0 < 1.41 and that on average 〈LAIS〉/Lign,0 = 1.26, scalar mixing is seen
to have a noticeable delaying effect on the autoignition location. It should be pointed
out that a fixed value ξMR = 0.05 was used in the analysis for the most reactive
mixture fraction instead of the axially varying ξMR(z) (figure 18), since (5.1) assumes a
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fixed isovalue. Since the only significant discrepancy between these two values occurs
at short z< 6, the location of the MR isocontour and, hence, also of the velocity of the
MR isocontour uMR is not expected to vary appreciably with the choice of ξMR.
5.4.4. Effect of turbulence intensity level
A simulation with an enhanced turbulence intensity (Ii = 0.25) was performed to
investigate the effect of turbulence on autoignition. The statistics of the autoignition
location are summarized and compared to their low Ii counterparts in table 4. No
change in the mean AIS frequency was observed. This insensitivity to turbulence
intensity can be attributed to the extended plateau of the homogeneous autoignition
delay time, and the fast decrease of the scalar dissipation rate, which result in the
existence of optimal autoignition conditions at some location in the domain (even at
different radial locations on approximately the same axial distance from the nozzle).
It is also possible that while frequency does not appear to depend on the turbulence
intensities considered, it may depend on the integral length scale lI so that a scaling
exists with respect to the eddy turnover time τt = lI/u′. Since lI was kept constant in
this study, new simulations will be needed to address this point.
For high Ii, 〈LAIS〉 = 27.5 and σL,AIS = 2.0, resulting in a statistical convergence
error in 〈LAIS〉 of  = 0.43. The increase in 〈LAIS〉 relative to the low Ii case is 1.9
(or 7 %), considerably larger than the statistical uncertainty in 〈LAIS〉. In addition,
τAIS = 1.19 ms or 1.9 eddy turnover times, compared with 1.11 ms and 1.1 eddy
turnovers from the Ii = 0.15 run. Hence, the enhanced turbulence levels are associated
with autoignition that appears further downstream, suggesting a delaying effect of
turbulence on autoignition. On the other hand, the minimum autoignition length was
minimally affected.
The on-average spatial and temporal delay in autoignition is directly in line with
experimental findings in the CHTC, where an increase in the bulk U = Ua = Uf (and,
hence, also u′ and χ ) leads to a similar delay in autoignition (Markides 2005). It
should be pointed out, however, that the simulations are subtly different from the
experiments. Here, the bulk velocity is the same in both low- and high-turbulence-
intensity cases, whereas in the experiments the turbulence intensity at the injector was
almost constant, but the turbulent fluctuations u′ were modified by changing the bulk
velocity through a turbulence grid upstream of the injector. Thus, the numerical results
complement the experimental conclusion that in the presence of strong advection
enhanced turbulence acts to spatially and temporally delay autoignition, in contrast
to what we would have expected from the three-dimensional autoignition studies
of initially spheroidal n-heptane packets in hot, stagnant, decaying turbulent air of
Sreedhara & Lakshmisha (2002). They reported that τign remained unaffected by a
decrease of τt by up to 50 % in the regime τign/τt ≈ 0.6–1.2, and that it decreased
(i.e. autoignition accelerated) by 10–20 % as they decreased τt by 30–50 % in
the regime τign/τt ≈ 2.3–3.5. The corresponding time scale ratios from table 4 are
τAIS/τT = 1.1 and 1.9 for the low and high Ii, respectively.
Current understanding suggests that turbulence intensity will affect the pre-ignition
chemistry and consequently the emergence of autoignition through its interaction
with the scalar field. The delay can be a result of the increase in the conditional
scalar dissipation rate at most reactive conditions. To understand the underlying
reasons behind the delayed autoignition in the higher-turbulence-intensity simulation,
the p.d.f. P(χ |ξMR) is examined. Figure 22 shows a representative case of the p.d.f.
and the cumulative distribution function (CDF) of χ |ξMR at r = 1 and z = 1; similar
observations were made at different radial and axial locations.
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FIGURE 22. (Colour online) Cumulative distribution function (dashed lines with filled
symbols) and p.d.f. (solid lines with open symbols) of scalar dissipation rate conditioned
on ξMR for r = 1 and z= 1 for Ii = 0.15 (circles) and Ii = 0.25 (triangles).
Enhanced turbulence intensity results in increased p.d.f. values at low and high
values of χ |ξMR, while the probability of intermediate values decreased. Indeed, on
average the increase in Ii leads to an increase in 〈χMR〉. This offers a reasonable
explanation for the delaying effect of turbulence and agrees with the observation that
the mean autoignition length increased, while the minimum autoignition length was
not significantly affected. The weak dependence of Lmin on χ |ξMR (and hence Ii) is
consistent with the explanation provided by Mastorakos et al. (1997a) that somewhere
in the turbulent flow the best possible history of χ |ξMR will emerge.
In the higher Ii simulation, autoignition also shifted farther off-axis, with 〈XAIS〉 =
2.7. AISs covered the spatial region 22.2 < z < 31.6 and 0.5 < r < 4.7, resulting
in axial and radial standard deviations of σL,AIS = 2.0 and σX,AIS = 1.1. Both the
axial and radial spreading in the AIS location exhibit an increase relative to the
Ii = 0.15 case. The increased axial spread in the autoignition locations was found to be
consistent with the increased fluctuations in χ |ξMR (i.e. broader p.d.f. of χ |ξMR), while
the radial spread was linked to the increased turbulent dispersion of the fuel plume
(i.e. likelihood of ξMR increased for low and high values of r).
6. Conclusions
The autoignition of a nitrogen-diluted hydrogen plume in a turbulent coflowing
stream of high-temperature air was simulated numerically in a laboratory-scale set-up
in order to obtain the complete state of the system which was not available from
the experiments in a similar configuration (Markides 2005). The analysis of the flow
and mixing fields revealed that far enough from the injector the flow field becomes
nearly uniform and the fast mixing of fuel and oxidizer results in very low scalar
dissipation rate χ sufficiently far downstream, the mixing pattern being between that
of a plume and an axisymmetric jet. The p.d.f. of the mixture fraction ξMR was
found to be in excellent agreement with a posteriori evaluated two-parameter beta
p.d.f., while the p.d.f. of the conditional scalar dissipation rate p.d.f.(χ |ξ) follows
a log-normal distribution reasonably well. The mean stoichiometric mixture fraction
isosurface closes at approximately 15 nozzle diameters downstream from the injector,
significantly upstream from the location where autoignition kernels appear.
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For the conditions considered and for the two turbulence intensity levels imposed at
the coflow, the ‘random spots’ regime behaviour emerged in the simulations, in which
AISs were generated continuously and advected downstream by the flow without
establishing a strongly burning flame. The build up of the radical pool was initiated by
the formation of HO2 at the local most reactive mixture fraction. The latter was found
to vary significantly in the domain as a result of the strongly varying scalar dissipation
rate, which was high close to the fuel injector, but decayed quickly to very low values
farther downstream. It was observed that well-defined HO2 kernels were formed far
enough from the injector, all of them eventually experiencing the thermal runaway at
the AISs farther downstream.
The AISs appeared on the isosurface of the most reactive mixture fraction which can
be computed a priori from homogeneous autoignition calculations; for the conditions
considered here, the choice of the kinetic scheme was found to have a non-negligible
effect on the computed ξMR value and range of mixture fraction values corresponding
to high reaction rates. Since at the range of heights where AISs appear the scalar
dissipation rate is very low, the present study confirms the findings of previous
numerical investigations in decaying homogeneous turbulence (i.e. in the absence
of strong advection) with respect to the spot location in mixture fraction space. The
AISs appeared at heights larger than 22 nozzle diameters, and therefore at conditions
significantly leaner than stoichiometric, and resulted in short-lived PIFs, propagating
edge flames which in some cases merged, or collided and annihilated each other.
Deprived of fuel or air, PIFs cannot establish a strongly burning continuous flame,
and are convected out of the domain by the flow. It is conceivable, however, that
strong enough flow perturbations resulting in the appearance of AISs within the area
enclosed by ξMR can lead to lifted-flame stabilization, and thus to different combustion
behaviours for the same nominal operating conditions.
The global qualitative features of the spots were in good agreement with the
experiments, and the average frequency with which the spots appeared in the
simulations as well as their spatial distribution matches well the measured values
at similar conditions. Despite the relatively low number of AISs that could be afforded
during the simulated time, a significant spread of their locations in physical space was
observed, which can be accounted for by the flapping of the ξMR isosurface.
Although a Lagrangian approach is the natural way to describe this case, it is not
obvious what is the feature that should be tracked in time and space. Particles that
at a certain time instant were located in high HO2 concentration kernels were tracked
forward and backward in time, but their paths were found to differ significantly from
the path of the kernels themselves. An attempt was also made to track the HO2
kernels, which forward in time were found to autoignite. However, these kernels could
not be followed towards the injector where the high scalar dissipation rate is expected
to have a significant effect as their concentration quickly decreased to very low values.
It is also not obvious how to translate the AIS locations into time so that different
homogeneous and inhomogeneous autoignition set-ups can be compared. In an attempt
to obtain a better estimate of a characteristic velocity than the bulk flow velocity
to convert AIS locations to time, the combined effect of advection and drift due
to diffusion of most reactive mixture ‘pockets’ through the domain was considered.
The mean axial and radial locations and scatter of the autoignition kernels could be
explained adequately by considering the propagation of these ξMR isosurface elements.
In agreement with the experimental observations, the increased turbulence intensity
resulted in the slightly delayed appearance of the first kernel, a downstream shift
of autoignition and considerable scatter of the autoignition kernels. Interestingly, the
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former observation is not in agreement with three-dimensional DNSs of stagnant
mixing layers (Sreedhara & Lakshmisha 2002) where enhanced turbulence levels were
shown to either have no effect on or to accelerate autoignition. The strong advection in
the current set-up appears to have a significant effect on autoignition.
Future work will focus on the characterization of the combustion mode of the
autoignition kernels using chemical explosive mode analysis (Lu et al. 2010) as
well as the structure and propagation characteristics of the PIFs. Simulations with
different inflow turbulence intensities and length scales are also planned to study
the turbulence–chemistry interactions in more detail and construct a database which
can assist in the validation and development of transported p.d.f., flamelet and CMC
models.
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